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Academic Curriculum Vitae  
                                      

Personal Information: 

Full Name: ARSHAD KHALEEL ASAAD 

Academic Title:Assistant Lecturer  

Email: arshsd.asaad@su.edu.krd 

Mobile:07504605261 
 

Education: 

- PhD Degree in media (Salahaddin University–Erbil 2023 )  

- master Degree in media (Salahaddin University–Erbil 2016) 

- Bachelor of media (Salahaddin University–Erbil 2012) 
 

Employment: 

- Assistant Lecturer, (college of Arts, Salahaddin University–Erbil December 2019) 

 

Qualifications  

- Theoretical and practical teaching in the fields of tv media. 
- The skill of using various computer programs, the use of e-learning programs, and 
the ability to deal with social 
- media platforms. 
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- Certificate in English language, training Course, Listening, speaking, reading, 
Comprehenision, Vocabulary, 
- Grammar and Essay writing. 
- Work in the field of civil society and non-governmental organizations. 

 

Teaching experience: 

- Teaching the subject of Investigation Journalism 2016 until now. 
- Teaching the subject of Occupational Safety for Journalist 2016 until now. 
- Teaching the subject of Media and Democracy 2022 until now. 
- Teaching the subject of Administration of media institutions2023. 

 

Research and publications 

- arshad kh.shwani(2011) Scientific Research about ,Media rolling in Enhancing Awareness. 

- arshad kh.shwani (2013) Scientific Research about ,news rudaw and NRT.   

- arshad kh.shwani (2013) Scientific Research about, The role of the media in the development 

of political culture 

- arshad kh.shwani (2022) Scientific Research about ,The Effect of the Social Responsibility 

Theory in forming Public Interest Journalism 

- arshad kh.shwani (2023) Scientific Research about, The role of investigative media in providing 

dimensions of public interest journalism in the Kurdistan Region 

 

Conferences and courses attended 

- The Second International Conference: Heritage is an intellectual revolution and a cultural 

wealth 

- What is ARIJ Annual Forum #ARIJ21? Why “Journalism & Accountability in a Disrupted World”?  

Why a Virtual Forum? 

 

Funding and academic awards  

- Several testimonies by university presidents as a model professor in the teaching 
process. And as a participant in scientific and local conferences 
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Professional memberships  

- member in IFJ (International Federation of Journalism). 
-Kurdistan journalist syndicate. 
- Member of Quality Assurance at college arts -Salahaddin University-Erbil 2023 
- Member of Examination committee at college of arts 2019until now 

-  Worked in waar media network for 4 years 
- Member of Camera association.  
-  Head of social awareness for youth in KRG. 
-  Monitor in NGOs / Head of Librarian of Kalak District 
 

Professional Social Network Accounts: 

-Data access by your administrator or service provider - Google Account Help 

- Arshad Khaleel Asaad (researchgate.net) 

- ARSHAD ASAAD | LinkedIn 

- https://www.facebook.com/arshad.khalil.14 

-https://twitter.com/d86b3357d64245a?t=uApIuX60jIlxeHaIGbVrHw&s=09 

 

 

 

https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/181692
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Arshad-Asaad-3
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arshad-asaad-025140270/
https://www.facebook.com/arshad.khalil.14

